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RECTANGLE FLAG

If you have questions about installation, maintenance, or take down, please call us at (800)426-9496.  Our goal 
is that you are completely satisfied with our products.  Please read this installation manual carefully and follow 
all instructions contained herein.  Please note that the installer is responsible for the site selection, installation 
and use.  Do not erect during inclement weather and follow all safety procedures during the installation and 
take down process.

Please contact all utility companies for underground services.  In many states, the utilities work together and 
have formed a Utility Locating Service.  It is your responsibility to locate all the underground services, including 
speaking to the owner about irrigation, pool and other special services that they may have installed.  Also, 
please note that special precautions should be taken such that any overhead powerlines are duly noted and 
avoided during the tent erection process.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR PURCHASE!

TentCraft Inc in no way represents the estimated holding power to be true in all cases.  It is an 
estimate, and as such, does not imply that the figures are sufficient to hold any flag securely in windy 
or adverse weather conditions.  The flag installer accepts sole responsibility for the safe installation, 
teardown, and maintenance of any flag.  TentCraft does not represent in any way that the materials 
provided with the purchase of the flag are sufficient enough to hold it up in windy or adverse 
weather conditions.  There is no way for TentCraft to know the site conditions or the weather 
conditions at the event.  This leaves us unable to recommend the adequate amount of holding power 
needed to hold the flag safely in position.  Furthermore, we are not responsible for the methods 
which the installer uses to erect the flag or anchor it in position.  Installers MUST be empowered to 
deem the flag unsafe for occupancy if/when the weather becomes unstable.  



Step 1
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Step 2

Step 3

Place the cross base onto the ground, spindle facing up.  Remove flag parts 

from the black travel case.

**Set the thinnest pole segment (with the black bead at the top) aside - this is 
not used for rectangluar flags**

Step 4

Connect the two flagpole pieces together from thinnest to thickest making a 

single flag pole. 

RECTANGLE FLAG

Remove the two cross base arms from the black travel case.  Place the cross 

base arm with the  indent on the bottom and place the second cross base arm 

into the indent, on top of the first arm.

Align the holes in the middle of both cross base arms and insert the flag 

spindles into the hole from the top. Twist the spindle until it securely holds 

the two arms together. 

**Additional Step for Water Bag Base: Remove the cap and fill the bag with 
water. Tighten cap and place the water base over the cross base, inserting the 
spindle through the opening in the water base ** 
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Step 6

Locate the shortest, top pole and feed it through the top edge of the flag.  

Insert the top pole into the side flag pole that has already been fed through 

the side of the flag.

Step 7

Step 8

RECTANGLE FLAG

Step 5

While holding the flag, locate the opening in the spine of the flag, located on 

the bottom of the flag and near the loop holding the black elastic cording.

Slide the thinnest end of the flag pole into the flag, feeding the flag down until 

the pole reaches the opening at the top of the flag.

Pull the black elastic cording down and secure it beneath the hook located at 

the base of the flagpole.

After the flag is installed on the pole, place the bottom end of the pole onto 

the spindle located in the middle of the cross base. 


